DISCUSSION GROUPS: BRAVE NEW WORLD
12B Module 2
As you read, be sure to write down questions as they come to you. One of these questions will become your
level 3 question for each discussion session.
Each session, one person will be assigned to the following roles. The roles will rotate each session.






LEADER: this person is responsible for moving the conversation from question to question once the conversation
has lulled.
PROCTOR: this person is responsible for making sure everyone participates. If someone is not pulling their
weight, the proctor will encourage that person to speak by asking direct questions
SCRIBE: this person is responsible for taking notes digitally as others speak. They will both record responses (in
short) as well as who made them. This will be turned in to your LF after every discussion session.
TIME KEEPER: this person is responsible for making sure that no part of the discussion period goes to long. Most
importantly, the time keeper will let the rest of the group know when 5 minutes are left, so the group can move
to reflection.

Each discussion session will last 25 minutes. The last 5 minutes should be saved for self-reflection.
1. Every member of your book club will write down one level-3 (a harder analysis) question to ask the
group. You do NOT need to have an answer (or even know the answer). It may be something you are
confused or curious about. You will turn in this question. So save it!
2. As a group, you will share your questions and respond/discuss. One person will lead discussions, one
will help make sure everyone participates, and one will record answers. Everyone talks.
a. This discussion of your level 3 questions should take approximately 10 minutes.
3. After you discuss your chosen questions, your leader will choose some pre-made discussion questions
from those prepared for the session. Pick some that interest the group, or that you are struggling with.
a. This discussion of the pre-made discussion questions should take approximately 10 minutes. You
do not have to answer all of the questions.
4. The time-keeper will let the group know when there is 5 minutes remaining. At this point, the group will
silently and INDIVIDUALLY write a reflection on how conversation enhanced their comprehension of
the text. The reflection should be a minimum of 5 sentences. At the bottom of your reflection, record what
the level 3 question you contributed was.

WHEN ON THE WEBSITE:
Occasionally, your LF may ask you to have your discussion online instead. To do so, you will visit your book’s
page on lhsenglish.com12B module 2your book’s blog page
Listed on the site will be discussion questions for the section that you are responding to.



Each learner in the group will be required to respond to a specific discussion question
o Minimum for initial response = 150 words
Each learner in the group will be required to respond to another learner’s response, in-depth, of their choice
o Minimum for response to a response = 100 words
o The point of the response to a response is to:
 Elaborate and provide further evidence
 Question / challenge / ask for clarification
 Thoughtfully respond
 Expand previous responses to new understandings

Your discussion sessions will occur after you finish reading each section, as outlined below:
SECTION

Section 1
Section 2
Section 3
Section 4
Section 5
Section 6
Section 7
Section 8
Section 9

PAGES (CHAPTERS)
p. vii – 17 (Forward – Ch 1)
p. 18 – 56 (Ch 2 – Ch 3)
p. 57 – 86 (Ch 4 – Ch 5)
p. 87 – 123 (Ch 6 – Ch 7)
p. 124 – 154 (Ch 8 – Ch 10)
p. 155 – 189 (Ch 11 – Ch 12)
p. 190 – 222 (Ch 13 – Ch 15)
p. 223 – 247 (Ch 16 – Ch 17)
p. 248 – 267 (Ch 18)

FIRST LINE
“Chronic remorse”
“Mr. Foster was left”
“The lift was crowded”
“Odd, odd, odd”
“Outside, in the dust”
“After the scene”
“Henry Foster loomed up”
“The room into which”
“The door was ajar.”

LAST LINE
“’Just one glance.’”
“glinted innumerable rubies.”
“think of was Morgana’s eyebrow.”
“’What are you to answer?’”
“and rushed out of the room.”
“he said at last, ‘I don’t know.’”
“the waiting police car.”
“’You’re welcome,’ he said.”
End of novel

SECTION ONE QUESTION OPTIONS

Forward
1. When is this prologue written? What important events have happened in this time?
2. How has Huxley’s view on his novel changed?
3. What other option would he give John?
4. Why is sanity a rare phenomenon?
5. What is science’s relation to humanity? Propaganda's?
6. How does Huxley see promiscuity in relation to freedom?
7. Why does he feel that we are drawing closer to his “Brave New World?”

Chapter 1
1. Why is the first sentence strange? What does it set up?
2. What is the meaning of the World State’s motto “COMMUNITY, IDENTITY, STABILITY?”
3. Why does the fertilizing room look so cold, when it ia actually hot inside? What goes on there?
4. Why do particulars “make for virtue and happiness,” while generalities “are intellectually necessary evils?”
5. How do people know who they are in this society?
6. Why use the Bokanovsky process at all? How is it an instrument “of social stability?”
7. Why don’t the Epsilons “need human intelligence?”

SECTION TWO QUESTION OPTIONS

Chapter 2
1. What work does the conditioning do? Who gets conditioned? How does hypnopaedia work?
2. Why condition the Deltas to hate nature but love outdoor sports?
3. How does time work in this book? History? Why does Ford say “History is Bunk?”
4. What are the various castes like, and why?
5. How do the students demonstrate their own conditioning?

Chapter 3
1. How do the children play together? What is childhood like?
2. How is our world depicted? How do we get from here to there?
3. Why must games be so complex in this society?
4. Why are strong emotions dangerous? Family relationships? Romance? Religion? Art? Culture?
5. How is sexuality used in this novel? Do you see any problems with it?
6. What does Mustapha Mond do? What is his relationship to history?
7. Is there anything unusual about Lenina Crowne? Bernard Marx? What? Why?
8. How does Huxley use the cinematic technique toward the end of this chapter?
9. What is soma? What are its uses?
10. How do people age in this society?

SECTION THREE QUESTION OPTIONS

Chapter 4
1. What is life like for the Epsilon-Minus Semi-Moron who runs the elevator?
2. How do the other Alphas relate to Bernard?
3. What does Lenina do on her date?
4. What does she think of the lower castes?
5. Why is Bernard the way he is? What does he really want?
6. Why is Helmholtz the way he is? What does he want? How is he different from Bernard?

Chapter 5
1. What do Lenina and Henry talk about on their way home? What happens at the crematorium?
2. Why are stars depressing?
3. What are the solidarity services like? What role do they play? How does Bernard fit?

SECTION FOUR QUESTION OPTIONS

Chapter 6
1. Why is being alone a bad thing?
2. What do Lenina and Bernard do on their first date? Why is the ocean important? The moon?
3. What does Bernard say about freedom? What does he mean?
4. How does the date end?
5. What does it mean to be infantile in this society?
6. How does the director feel about Bernard? Why is he warning him?
7. What does his story mean? What does it show us about him?
8. How does Helmholtz feel about Bernard after he hears the story of the meeting with the director?
9. What do we learn from the Warden? What are the reservations like?
10. What does the word Malpais mean?

Chapter 7
1. How is the mesa like a ship?
2. Why doesn’t Lenina like their Indian guide?
3. What is the city itself like? What are the people like? How does Lenina respond? Bernard?
4. What ceremony do the witness? What does it mean? What does it seem like to Lenina?
5. What idols emerge from the ground?
6. How is John Savage different? What does he want? How does he respond to Lenina?
7. What is Linda’s story? What has her life been like here? How does Linda react to her?

SECTION FIVE QUESTION OPTIONS

Chapter 8
1. What was John’s upbringing like? His relationship with Linda? His education?
2. Why doesn’t linda want to be called a mother?
3. What social positions do Linda and John hold in Malpais?
4. What does John want in his life?
5. What does Linda tell him about the Other Place?
6. What does he learn from Shakespeare? How does he relate to Hamlet? The Tempest?
7. What does it mean to discover “Time and Death and God?”
8. What do John and Bernard have in common?
9. Why does Bernard want to take John to London?

Chapter 9
1, Why does Mustapha Mond agree to the plan?
2. What happens when John watches Lenina sleep? What does he think or feel?

Chapter 10
1. How and why was the DHC planing to make an example out of Bernard?
2. Why is unorthodoxy worse than murder?
3. How does Linda act in the hatchery? How does the DHC react? The spectators?

SECTION SIX QUESTION OPTIONS

Chapter 11
1. Why does John become popular, but not Linda?
2. How does Bernard’s life change? How does he react? What does Helmholtz think?
3. How does Linda spend her time?
4. How does Bernard talk in public?
5. What does Mustapha Mond think of Bernard’s reports?
6. What does John think of the caste system? Of the clones? How does he use The Tempest now?
7. What do we learn about the reservations at Eton? What does John think?
8. How do the children respond to dying? Why?
9. How does Lenina feel about John?
10. What does John think about the feelies? Why?

Chapter 12
1. Why does John decide not to come to Bernard’s party? What does this mean for Bernard?
2. How does Lenina feel at the party? Why does she feel this way?
3. How does John feel? Why is he reading Romeo and Juliet?
4. What does it mean that Lenina likes looking at the moon now?
5. What role does Mustapha Mond play as a censor? Why des he do it? What does he censor? What does he really want?
6. How does Bernard’s position change? How do John and Helmholtz respond to Bernard now?
7. Why is Helmholtz in trouble with the authorities? What has he done that is dangerous, and why is it dangerous? Why did he
do it? What does he want?
8. What does Helmholtz think of Shakespeare? Romeo and Juliet?
9. What does Helmholtz think is necessary for good writing?

SECTION SEVEN QUESTION OPTIONS

Chapter 13
1. What are the consequences of Lenina’s emotion? What is happening?
2. How does she feel for John? What does she do to get what she wants?
3. How does John feel for Lenina? What does he want to do to prove it?
3. How does John react to Lenina’s actions? Why does he respond this way? What did he want from her?

Chapter 14
1. What is the hospital for the dying like? What are the dying like?
2. Note the television. Recall TV did not exist as we know it in 1932.
3. Why is Linda dying?
4. What memories flood over John as he stands before his mother? Why these particular memories? What are his
memories of the “other place”? What role does memory play in civilization?
5. Why are the Delta children at the hospital? What does John think of this?
6. Why isn’t death terrible for those in the civilized world? What does this mean for the individual?

Chapter 15
1. The title phrase recurs here. How is it used differently than before? What does it mean now?
2. Why does John decide to interfere with the soma distribution? Why does he say it is poison?
3. What is John’s conception of slavery and freedom? Manhood? Liberty?
4. What does he think of the Deltas to whom he delivers his speech?
5. What roles do Bernard and Helmholtz play here? What does this tell us about their characters?
6. How does the soma riot end? What does it mean to be happy and good?

SECTION EIGHT QUESTION OPTIONS

Chapter 16
1. How would you describe Bernard’s behavior in this chapter? Why does he act this way?
2. Why doesn’t John like civilization?
3. Why does Mond say old and beautiful things are forbidden?
4. Why can’t tragedies be written now? What is necessary for tragedy?
5. What does art mean in the new world? What can’t it mean? What is Helmholtz’s role?
6. What does Mond say is the role of liberty? Happiness? Stability? Truth and Beauty?
7. How does Mond explain the caste system? Do you agree?
8. What would happen with an entire society of Alphas?
9. Why must science be constrained? Progress? Do you agree?
10. What choice did Mond make as a young physicist? Why? What is his real position?
11. Why does Helmholtz make the choice he makes?

Chapter 17
1. Why does Mond want to talk with John alone? What do they talk about?
2. What is the significance of their discussion of religion? What does John argue religion can give to civilization? Why does
Mond argue that it is unnecessary and potentially dangerous?
3. What does Mond believe is the role of God? How is it related to the self?
4. What role does solitude play in spirituality?
5. How does John argue that the civilized man has been degraded? From what and to what?
6. What are your conceptions of the roles of self-denial, chastity, nobility, heroism? What would John or Mond say?
7. What role does Mond say soma plays in this? What is an “opiate of the masses”?
8. What does it mean “to suffer the sling and arrows of outrageous fortune” or oppose them?
9. What does John mean by saying that nothing in civilization costs enough?
10. In saying no to civilization, what does John say yes to? Would you make the same decision?

SECTION NINE QUESTION OPTIONS

Chapter 18
1. How does John purify himself?
2. Where does he go, and what does he plan to do there?
3. Does this represent a healthy alternative from society?
4. Why the self-flagellation?
5. What are his thoughts of Lenina?
6. What makes the film so popular back in London?
7. What does Lenina want? What does John think she wants?
8. How does the crowd respond? What happens that evening? What becomes of Lenina?
9. What is John’s decision? Why does he make it? Were there alternatives?

Overall
1. How do you know who you are? 2. Is this a utopia or a dystopia? What might this decision entail?
3. How is this related to E.M. Forster’s “The Machine Stops”? Modern Times?
4. What is so special about Ford or Freud?
5. At what price happiness?
6. What should be the goal of any society?
7. Who has power here?
8. How is stability maintained?
9. What role does the individual play in this society? How is that individual defined?
10. Who is the stability good for?
11. From whose point of view are we seeing this society?
12. What point of view does John represent?
13. Isn’t this “peace on earth and goodwill towards men”?
14. What would you be willing to give up for world peace, an end to poverty, hunger, etc.?
15. What would you consider to be a utopia?

